
St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School 

Half Term Overview Planner 

Year Group:  3                                                      Summer 1 2021-22    Teacher: Mrs Hodgson 

   Theme: The Tudors  
 

 

 Week 1  
4 days 

Earth day 22.4.22 

Week 2 Living in Leeds 

Week 

 

Week 3  
4 days 

Week 4  

 

Week 5  

 

Week 6 
Queen’s jubilee week 

 
 RE sticky knowledge:  

• Christians believe, and celebrate, that Jesus rose from the dead on Easter Sunday. 

• The resurrection teaches Christians that death is not the end so they are able to share in the new life of Jesus: hope of eternal life. 

• The story of Emmaus shows us how the sadness of Jesus’ friends changed to happiness when they saw Jesus was truly alive. 

• The story of Doubting Thomas teaches Christians to trust in God even when it is difficult 

• Following Jesus’ Ascension, God sent His Holy Spirit at Pentecost to help and support us. 

 

Links to prior learning: awareness of the resurrection appearances of Jesus and of the importance of the Holy Spirit. 

 

Key Vocab Holy Saturday, Easter Vigil, Easter Sunday, Paschal Candle, feast, rose from the dead, Bible, Resurrection, celebrate, new life, spring, Jesus, empty tomb, appear, Emmaus, 

doubt, Thomas, presence, hope, peace, Holy Spirit, fruits, gifts, symbols 

 

Social/cultural opportunities: Reflect on times when we need the power of the Holy Spirit 

RE  

Topic 

Easter and 

Pentecost 

Big Concept:  

Easter 

 

Burn2Learn 

opportunities 

interweaved 

throughout 

Have the opportunity to 

know that God the Father 

raised Jesus from the 

dead on Easter Sunday. 

 

English core skills applied: 

To punctuate sentences 

correctly using capital 

letters, full stops, commas 

and apostrophes. 

 

Have the opportunity to about 

the Buddhist faith. What are 

the main teachings, signs, and 

symbols. 

English core skills applied: To 

punctuate sentences correctly 

using capital letters, full stops, 

commas and apostrophes. 

 

Have the opportunity to know 

the stories of the appearance 

of Jesus on the road to 

Emmaus and to Thomas 

English core skills applied: To 

punctuate sentences correctly 

using capital letters, full stops, 

commas and apostrophes. 

 

 Have an opportunity to know 

that because Jesus rose 

from death to new life, we 

have hope that we will too. 

English core skills applied: To 

punctuate sentences 

correctly using capital 

letters, full stops, commas 

and apostrophes. 

 

Have an opportunity to 

know the story of the 

coming of the Holy Spirit 

and how it changed the 

disciples.  

English core skills applied: 

To punctuate sentences 

correctly using capital 

letters, full stops, commas 

and apostrophes. 

 

Have an opportunity to 

reflect on times when 

we need the power of 

the Holy Spirit.  

English core skills 

applied: To punctuate 

sentences correctly 

using capital letters, full 

stops, commas and 

apostrophes. 

 

English  

Class Text:  

The Queen’s 

Token,  

 

Burn2Learn 

opportunities 

interweaved 

throughout 

Milestone 2 

To write with purpose 

To use imaginative description. To punctuate accurately. To 

analyse writing, To present writing. 

Read Last Night I saw the city-Poem by Andrew Fusek. 

Comment on language used (personification) and give 

thoughts. Look at person 

Use poem to plan, write and edit sensory description of a 

city. Perform and publish poetry. 

 

Milestone 2 To organise writing appropriately To write with 

purpose, to use sentences appropriately. To punctuate 

correctly. 

To understand texts 

To use paragraphs 

 
We will prepare a drama performance based on the book. 

We will retell the events and focus on how we can act out 

Assessment week Milestone 2 To organise 

writing appropriately To 

write with purpose, to 

use sentences 

appropriately. To 

punctuate correctly. 

To understand texts 

To use paragraphs 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the key sequence of events and add extra detail about 

character feelings. Plan, write and edit a letter. 

Revisit features of a diary-Write in character from The 

Queen’s token. 

 

 

Learn about and read 

about Queen’s platinum 

jubilee. Plan, write and 

edit a letter to the 

Queen . 

Maths 

 

Burn2Learn 

opportunities 

interweaved 

throughout 

Milestone 2 To use 

measures  

To measure and calculate 

perimeter. 

To use fractions 

Recap on fractions from Year 

2 

1.To recognise and find 1/2 

2.To recognise and find 1/3. 

3.To recognise and find ¼. 

4.To recognise ½ and 2/4 as 

equivalent fractions. 

5. To count in fractions. 

 

Milestone 2 

To use fractions 

1.To  recognise that tenths 

arise from dividing an 

object or quantity into 10 

equal parts. 

2.To count in tenths. 

3. To recognise tenths as 

decimal (1/10=0.1) 

4. To represent fractions on 

a number line. 

5. To find fractions of an 

amount. 

Milestone 2 

To use fractions 

1.To find fractions of an 

amount. (more than 1 part e.g 

2/5 of 10) 

2.To find fractions of an 

amount. (word problems) 

3. To recognise equivalent 

fractions. 

4. To recognise equivalent 

fractions. 

5. To compare fractions 

 

Assessment Week Milestone 2 

To use fractions 

1. To order fractions 

2..To add fractions 

3. To subtract fractions. 

4. To solve addition and 

subtraction problems using 

fractions. 

5.  Revisit/ finish any areas. 

 Science Sticky knowledge  

 Animals and humans need to eat in order to get the nutrients they need. 

 Food contains a range of nutrients-carbohydrates, protein, vitamins, minerals, fats, sugar, water and fibre. 

 Food provides energy to our bodies. 

 Humans have skeletons and muscles, which help them move and provide the body with support.  

 Some animals have skeletons. 

Links to prior learning 

 Identify and name a variety of common animals including fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. (Y1 - Animals, including humans) 

 Identify and name a variety of common animals that are carnivores, herbivores and omnivores. (Y1 - Animals, including humans) 

 Describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals (fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals, including pets). (Y1 - Animals, including humans) 

 Find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for survival (water, food and air). (Y2 - Animals, including humans) 

 Describe the importance for humans of exercise, eating the right amounts of different types of food, and hygiene. (Y2 - Animals, including humans) 

Key Vocabulary 

Nutrition, nutrients, carbohydrates, sugars, protein, vitamins, minerals, fibre, fat, water, skeleton, bones, muscles, joints, support, protect, move, skull, ribs, spine. 

Social/cultural opportunities 

 Linking looking after our bodies with supporting mental health. 

Learning about nutrition. 

Science 

Topic Animals 

and humans 

 

 

 

 

 

Milestone 2 To understand 

animals and humans. 

 

Identify that animals, 

including humans, need the 

right types and amounts of 

nutrition that they cannot 

make their own food and 

Milestone 2 To understand animals and humans. 

 

Identify that humans and some animals have skeletons and 

muscles for support, protection and movement 

 

To explore human and animal skeletons. 

Milestone 2 To understand animals and humans. 

Identify that humans and some animals have skeletons and 

muscles for support, protection and movement 

How do the skeletons of different animals compare? 

identifying and classifying. 

 

English core skills applied: To punctuate sentences 

correctly using full stops, capital letters and commas 

Rising Stars assessment 



they get nutrition from 

what they eat. 

Explain why living things 

need the right type of 

nutrients and explain a 

balanced diet. 

 

To investigate which drink 

contains the most sugar. 

 

English core skills applied: 

To punctuate sentences 

correctly using full stops, 

capital letters, commas 

and question marks. 

 

Maths skills: To interpret 

tables, information and 

compare numbers. 

Draw human skeleton/make human skeleton from dog biscuits, 

then use secondary resource to draw adding further knowledge 

and labelling. 

 

To find out about how the skeleton supports and protects the 

body. 

 

Compare circumference of male and female skulls. 

Maths skills measuring and comparing. 

English core skills applied: To punctuate sentences correctly 

using full stops, capital letters and commas. 

 

 

 

History Sticky knowledge  

 The Tudor period is between 1485 and 1603. This was when the Tudors were the ruling family in England 

  Queen Elizabeth I was the last Tudor monarch.  

 King Henry VIII reigned during the Tudor Era. 

 King Henry VIII had 6 wives: know the reasons for and results of Henry’s VIII’s marriages. 

 Because of Henry VIII, England changed from being a Catholic country to a Church of England country. Know the legacy of this. 

 William Shakespeare was a famous play writer in the Tudor times and know some of his works. 

 To know 3 reasons why Henry VIII was significant, including: number of wives, building of gun forts, He established the Royal Navy and the Church of England (based on 

protestant beliefs). 

 King Henry VIII (significance and legacy) destroyed many religious buildings – this was called the dissolution of the Monasteries and what this meant for the people in the 

years to follow: the main religion of England was then called Church of England– still around today (St James’s in our local town of Wetherby) 

Vocabulary & Significant People 

 Tudor, Monarchy, King Henry VIII, dissolution of the Monasteries, Elizabeth 1st, William Shakespeare, Church of England, legacy, culture. 

Links to prior learning  

Y2: Children understand what the Tudor buildings that burnt down in the GFOL looked like. 

 Uses and key features of castles. 

 Vocabulary of castles and their role during Henry VIII’s reign including his visit to Pontefract Castle. 

 Links to the time period studied in Y2: Henry VIII visited Pontefract Castle with his wife Catherine Howard. 

Y1 & 2:  

Make links to previously studied Monarchs up until Henry VIII’s era. George V from 1920s. 

History  

Topic 

Tudors 

 

Burn2Learn 

opportunities 

Milestone 2 Use evidence to ask questions and find answers 

to questions about the past. 

To find out who the Tudors were and when they lived. 

Focus on Henry V111 

English core skills applied: To punctuate sentences correctly 

using full stops, capital letters and commas. 

 

Milestone 2 Suggest suitable 

sources of evidence for 

historical enquiries. 

 

To find out what people wore 

in Tudor times. Compare rich 

and poor clothing 

Milestone 2 Use more than 

one source of historical 

enquiry to in order to gain a 

more accurate understanding 

of history. 

 

Milestone 2 Use more than 

one source of historical 

enquiry to in order to gain a 

more accurate understanding 

of history 

Milestone 2 Use 

evidence to ask 

questions and find 

answers to questions 

about the past. 

(Queen’s jubilee week) 



interweaved 

throughout 

English core skills applied: To 

punctuate sentences 

correctly using full stops, 

capital letters and commas. 

Maths skills-Venn diagram 

To find out what the Tudors 

ate and which foods were 

available in Tudor Britain. 

Compare rich and poor. 

English core skills applied: To 

punctuate sentences 

correctly using full stops, 

capital letters and commas. 

Maths skills-Venn diagram 

To plan and write a non-

chronological report about 

The Tudors 

English core skills applied: To 

punctuate sentences 

correctly using full stops, 

headings, sub headaings, 

paragraphs. 

Look at chronology of 

Tudors to modern day 

monarchy. Timeline 

 

 Compare and contrast 

clothing to what Henry 

V111 wore and Elizabeth 

11 for their coronation. 

English core skills 

applied: To punctuate 

sentences correctly 

using full stops, capital 

letters and commas. 

Maths skills-Venn 

diagram, comparing 

numbers 

 Geography sticky knowledge  

 France is a neighbouring country in Europe (same continent) close to England. White cliffs of Dover parallel the cliffs of Calais – both are major ports for transporation and 

support trade/economic activity. · 

  English is spoken in more countries than just England & French is spoken in more countries than just France. There are many similarities: transport, education, tourism (Big Ben 

v Eiffel Tower, etc.) ·  

 The weather in France is very similar to England and we share the same seasons at the same time. · France and England have not always been friends: link to History as during 

Tudor times, King Francis I and Henry VIII where rivals 

Vocabulary & Significant People:  

President of France Emannuel Macron, Gustave Eiffel (built Eiffel Tower) Similar, different, climate, weather, port, cliffs, beaches, landmarks, transportation, trade, tourism  

Links to prior learning:  

Y2: The Great Fire of London topic – landmarks. Transport boats and bikes/Austrialia.  

Y1: Seasons 

Geography 

Topic  Tudors 

Big Concept 

France 

Milestone 2 Communicate geographically. 

Describe key features of human and physical geography.  

. 

 ART sticky knowledge  

.Portraits, primary colours, secondary colours. 

Key vocabulary portrait, paint, sketch, shade 

Links to prior learning:  

Sketching, shading,  

 

ART 

Topic 

sketching 

 

Big Concept: 

Tudors 

 

Evaluate Milestone 2: To 

evaluate existing artwork. 

We will have a look at 

portraits of Henry V111 

Plan Milestone 2: To sketch 

lightly and use different 

hardness of pencils.We will 

practise sketching lightly 

(no need to rub out), 

experiment with different 

hardness of pencils 

Learn and practise skills and 

techniques. Milestone 2: To 

sketch lightly and use 

different hardness of pencils 

We will practise using 

hatching and cross hatching 

Do Milestone 2: To master techniques Draw final portrait 

and shade using colours. 

Review Milestone 2: To 

evaluate own artwork. We 

will reflect on what went 

well whilst creating our art 

 Computing sticky knowledge:  

 How to stay safe online  



 To be able to use scratch independently 

 To be able to use basic functions of keynote  

Key Vocab:  

 STOP BLOCK TELL, code, instructions, directions, scratch, digital footprint, private information, responsible. 

Links to prior learning:  

 Previous keynote work 

Social and Cultural opportunities 

Being aware of our digital footprint, staying safe on line, being responsible for the amount of screen time for our well being. 

Computing 

Topic Coding 

Big Concept: 

Internet 

safety, 

coding 

 

Milestone 2:.Use some of the advanced features of applications and devices in order to communicate ideas, work or messages professionally. 

 2x lesson focus on online safety and digital footprint. 

 4x’s lessons. Using keynote-create links to pages. 

  Music sticky knowledge: - To understand the musical vocabulary  beat, pulse, rhythm, pitch and and tempo and be able to use them in sentences. 

 To identify some well known musicians (Bob Marley) 

 To identify well known instruments in music. 

 Key Vocab: - tempo, dynamics, pitch, orchestra.  

 Links to prior learning: - Y3 creating own body percussion rhythm and beats. 

 Social/cultural opportunities: History of music. Successful composers. Music for relaxing, fun and enjoyment. 

Music 

Topic 

 

Big Concept:  

 

Milestone 2 

To perform and describe music. Evaluate music to explan likes and dislikes 

Charanga-Bob Marley  

Three little birds. Find pulse, sing and peform using chime bars 
. 

Milestone 2  

Use the terms duration, timbre, pitch, beat, temp, texture and use of silence to describe 

music. To perform and describe music. To perform with an awareness of others. 

Charanga- Tudor songs, glockenspiel stage 1. 

 MFL sticky knowledge: -  

The days of the week are: Monday = lundi /Tuesday = mardi / Wednesday = mercredi / Thursday = jeudi / Friday = vendredi / Saturday = Samedi / Sunday = 

dimanche –  

numbers to 20, colours,  months of the year. 

Key vocabulary: weather, animals  

Links to prior learning: Y3 greetings, counting, colours, fruits, vegetables  

Social/cultural opportunities: Why is it important to learn another language? Appreciating different cultures and diversity 

 

MFL 

Topic 

Big Concept:  

Animals and 

weather 

 

 

Animals and habitats 

 Milestone 2: To write short sentences using familiar 

expressions. 

Learn animal names and write labels 

Weather 

Milestone 2: To write short sentences using familiar 

expressions 

Ask what the weather is like and describe it. 

Revisit numbers   

  PE sticky knowledge: - Accurately throw a ball at a static target. - Catch a ball at a variety of heights and speeds. - Create a passing opportunity. 

 Key vocabulary: throw, power, agility, speed, accuracy, strike, opponent, stretch, dribble, fakes, dummies Links to prior learning: Y3 balls games, 

dance, gymnastics, team games  

  



 Social/cultural opportunities: Why is teamwork important? What is sportsmanship? The importance of being physically active for our minds and 

bodies 

PE 

 

Big Concept: 

Games 

 

Milestone 2 

Throwing and catching 

To understand how to 

throw for different 

distances 

Milestone 2 

Develop striking skills 

Strike a bouncing ball using 

backhand and forehand 

Milestone 2 

Pass to team mates at 

appropriate times 

Throw a ball 10 yards (with 

both arms) 

Milestone 2 

Sprint over a short distance  

Build up readiness to sprint 

and improve ability to react 

to a command  

Milestone 2 

Develop momentum to run 

and jump  

Perform a running jump. 

Take off on one foot and 

land on two feet. 

Milestone 2 

Control of a ball and 

passing to team mates. 

Develop a good dribbling 

skills of a hockey ball 

and pass to team mates. 

  PSHE sticky knowledge:  

 Pupils learn about making healthy choices about food and drinks 

 Pupils can describe situations when they have to make choices about their food and drink 

 Understand who and what influences their choices about food and drinks 

 Pupils are able to identify a range physical activities that help the body 

 Discuss ways they pledge to look after our planet 

 Key vocabulary:  

 Links to prior learning: Year 2 know what a healthy diet looks like, can identify who helps them make choices about the food they eat, know the 

benefits of a healthy diet  (including oral health), live simply. 

 Social/cultural opportunities: The importance of being physically active for our minds and bodies, the importance of eating a balanced diet to 

support our bodies. 

  

PSHE 

Topic  

Physical 

health and 

wellbeing:  

 

Earth Day 

Link to live simply 

Pupils learn: 

 about making healthy choices about food and drinks 

 about how branding can affect what foods people choose to buy 

 about keeping active and some of the challenges of this 

 

Planned 

Days, Trips 

or Workshops 

Buddhist workshop 

Temple Newsam Tudor workshops  

 


